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Thank you for taking the time and making the effort to review the paper entitled "Investigating Variable
Speed Wind Turbine Transient Performance Considering Different Inverter Schemes and SDBR" for
Energy Science & Engineering.  A decision of 'Reject' has been rendered for the manuscript.
At the time a decision is made, as a courtesy, we like to share with you the comments of all reviewers
that worked on this paper.  Below you will see your own comments on this work, as well as the
comments of others who participated in the review process.
Your participation in the peer-review process is critical to the journal's success and directly impacts the
quality of the journal we publish.  We appreciate your assistance with the evaluation of the manuscript
and hope that we may contact you for assistance with future submissions falling within your areas of
interest and expertise.
Sincerely,
Alexandra Carrick, Managing Editor, Energy Science & Engineering
Reviewer comments to the author:
Reviewer: 1
Comments to the Author
The purposes/objectives of these paper are not clear. What are the novelty and the contribution of this
paper?
The IGBT inverters mentioned in this paper are not new. This paper Introduces SDBR and a new PLL
to improve the transient response during the fault. It is not clear the role of SDBR and PLL for
improving transient response. How big is the resistor losses and what is the effect of the losses? What
is the connection to the main controller? The SDBR and its controller is not shown in Fig. 3. Please
show the previous researches/works of SDBR. Please show the previous researches/works of PLL.
What are the advantages of your new PLL?
Please provide nomenclature. Many symbols and parameters are not clearly defined. For example,
symbol ‘s’ in equation 7 and so on is inconsistently used. Legends of the figures are also confused. For
example in Fig. 9 – 11, there is no explanation about switching of the grid voltage. Need more
comprehensive explanations of all figures, especially in section 5. The division of time axis should be
the same for all figures of simulation results.
Organization of this paper is poor.
There are a six-step 2 level IGBT inverter, a single 2 level IGBT inverter, a single 2 level step inverter,
a parallel interleaved IGBT inverter, and a parallel interleaved 2 level six step IGBT inverter. Which one
are matched with Fig. 5 and 6. Please use the name consistently. Please describe the theories cearly
and comprehensively.
Page 4, the last paragraph before section 3:  ‘Three switching signals’ for ... What are they?
Three phase line filter inductor has no picture. As a result, it is difficult to understand equations 7 to 18.
What is the purpose of writing these equations?
Page 7, section 5 A, first sentence:  ... the best switching signals (Fig. 2) ... what is the best switching
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signals?  What is the relationship of the signals with Fig. 2 that shows SDBR control strategy?  In Fig.
2, Edc > 1.5 Edc or Ir > 2 Ir ... these equations seem incorrect. Please check. Please explain about the
grid voltage control mentioned in page 8?
It is not clear what the best position for SDBR is. Why only 2 level inverter is used for investigation?
Which one of the 2 level inverter is used?
Reviewer: 2
Comments to the Author
This reviewer has a number of issues with the paper in its present state. These are enumerated below:
1. The authors state that the use of modular multilevel converters in wind power generation is the
preferred option. However, wind turbines incorporating power electronics to interface them with the grid
have been used way before modular multilevel converters became available. In any case, if this is the
preferred option why have the authors focused on two-and three-level configurations instead?
2. How is the proposed PLL scheme different from the conventional one? Your readers would benefit
from a clear explanation on their differences, advantages and disadvantages.
3. The way that the SDBR control strategy works has not been sufficiently explained. Only a figure
gives an indication of this but there is no explanation about it.
4. What would be the implications of installing an SDBR in any of the examined locations? An offshore
wind turbine is very expensive and any additional component would incur in an additional cost.
5. What control strategy is used in the DFIG? Is this the PVdq mode control? Is achieving maximum
power extraction the goal? This should be explicitly clarified rather than expect the reader to interpret
the control diagrams.
6. Full power converter based wind turbines are nowadays the most widely adopted topology for
variable-speed operation. Is there a particular reason why the research has focused on DFIGs? At
least some discussion would be necessary to justify this.
Reviewer: 3
Comments to the Author
The paper study the behaviour of different converters for low voltage ride-through for DFIG and using a
rotor side resistance. Some studies are interesting but more data are needed
- what are the data used for the Whole system
- What is the sampling rate
- Include tables for comparison of the different systems
- Do not use PSCAD figures
- How is the resistance designed ?
- Also improve the figure quality and ensure the simulation steps are adequate small
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Reply-To: iet_rpg@theiet.org
To: tumbeh@petra.ac.id
Dear Dr Hanny Tumbelaka, 
RPG-2020-0446
'Strategic Planning of Power to Gas Energy Storage Facilities in Electricity Market'
We have received your review for the above paper.
On behalf of Professor David Infield, I would like to thank you for reviewing the paper for IET Renewable Power Generation.
We value the contribution you have made and hope that we will be able to ask you to review other papers for the Journal in the future. 
Yours sincerely
Louise Bailey 
IET Renewable Power Generation 
Editorial Office.
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